We present a fourth-order fringe analysis for the expected behavior of 2-3 trees, which includes 97% of the elements in the tree. It is accomplished by exploiting the structure of the transition matrix. Our results improve a number of bounds, in particular the bounds on the expected number of nodes and the expected space utilization. We also study 2-3 trees built by using over ow techniques.
Introduction
Fringe analysis was formally introduced by Yao in 1974 Yao74, Yao78] as a method to analyze search trees that considers only the bottom part or fringe of the tree. From the behavior of the subtrees in the fringe, it is possible to obtain bounds on most complexity measures for the complete tree, as well as some exact results.
Classical fringe analysis considers only insertions. The model assumes that the n! possible permutations of the n keys used as input are equally likely. A search tree built under this model is called a random tree. This is equivalent to saying that the n-th insertion has equal probability of falling in any one of the n + 1 leaves of the tree.
This technique has been applied to almost all balanced search trees, in particular, to 2-3 trees Yao78, Bro79, VD76, LW79, EZG + 82] . For other applications of fringe analysis see BY95] . In a 2-3 tree each node has two or three children, and all the leaves are at the same depth. Insertion in a 2-3 is a bottom-up process, where a split is performed when a node is full. Hence, the height of the tree only increases when the root splits. We refer the reader to any data structures textbook for the details of the standard insertion algorithm; for example, see GBY91] . The measures obtained are bounds on the expected number of nodes, probabilities of splitting during an insertion, expected space utilization, etc.
In this paper we improve the results presented in EZG + 82], by using a fringe of height four. We also present a third-order analysis for 2-3 trees using over ow techniques. These results are part of BY85] and a preliminary version of this paper was presented in BYP85]. ]. The fringe of the tree is de ned in terms of a nite collection C of trees. A collection C is closed if the e ect of an insertion only depends on the subtree of the fringe in which it is performed, and produces one or more members of the same collection. Example : Figure 1 shows a tree collection that de nes a fringe of height one in a 2-3 tree where the square nodes denote leaves (external nodes) and each dot represents a key, while Figure 2 shows a 2-3 tree and the fringe corresponding to this collection. The composition of the fringe can be described by the number of subtrees of each type Yao78], or by the probability that a randomly chosen leaf belongs to each member in C EZG + 
82
]. An insertion in a type I subtree produces a type II subtree, while an insertion in a type II subtree produces two type I subtrees. This process de nes a Markov chain EZG We use the following complexity measures: n(N) Expected number of nodes in a 2-3 tree after the random insertion of N keys into an initially empty tree. f(N) Expected number of keys in the fringe of a 2-3 tree with N keys. Prfj splitsg Probability that j splits occur on the (N + 1)-th random insertion into a 2-3 tree with N keys. A similar de nition applies to Prfj or more splitsg. s(N) Expected number of splits that occur during N random insertions into an empty 2 ? 3 tree. E s(N)] Expected number of splits on the (N + 1)-th insertion into a 2-3 tree with N keys.
h(N) Expected height of a random 2-3 tree with N keys. U(N) Expected space utilization of a 2-3 tree with N keys, de ned as
We refer the reader to Eisenbarth al. EZG
+ 82] for ways of computing each one of these measures from the fringe.
One basic technique for concurrent access in 2-3 trees is to lock the deepest safe node in the insertion path KW80]. A node is insertion safe if it contains one key. Then a safe node is the deepest one on a particular insertion path if there are no safe nodes below it. We use Prfdsn at the jth lowest levelg to denote the probability that the deepest safe node is located at the j-th lowest level of the tree, and E dsn(N)] to denote the expected lowest level of the deepest safe node.
3 Fourth Order Fringe Analysis
] study a fringe of height 3 using 147 types. We construct our fringe in a similar manner, considering all possible combinations (with symmetry) of trees with binary or ternary roots, such that their children have from 8 to 27 leaves. The resultant collection has 4410 types. However, by looking at the structure of the transition matrix of this collection, we will be able to reduce the problem to the solution of a 210 210 linear system.
The expected behavior of subtrees of height 3 is obtained from a third-order fringe analysis. We need to know the probability of all possible transitions during an insertion in a subtree with j leaves (8 j 27), and the expected number of nodes in a subtree with j leaves (8 j 27). that probability, obtaining two subtrees with i and j leaves (i; j and j; i have the same probability, p/2). Table 2 gives the expected number of nodes in subtrees of height 3.
To reduce the transition matrix, we note that in many cases we can partition the collection C into two groups, C 1 and C 2 , such that:
1. there exists a numbering of the collection C = fT 1 ; ; T m g, where C 1 = fT 1 ; ; T m 0g and C 2 = fT m 0 +1 ; ; T m g, and 2. there is no transition from one type T i in C 2 to another type T j in C 2 such that i > j. In other words, all the entries above the diagonal in the square matrix associated with C 2 are zero. The transitions and the characteristic shape of the matrix are shown in Figure 3 . If these two conditions are true, we say that the collection C is reducible to the collection C 1 . When a collection C is reducible to C 1 , we can express the probability associated with every type in C 2 as a linear combination of probabilities of types belonging to C 1 . We do this by making simple substitutions while generating the transition matrix. We illustrate this reduction technique using a second order fringe analysis of 2-3 trees. The fringe consisting of subtrees of height 2 has 7 di erent types (considering symmetries). The corresponding collection C = fT 1 ; : : :; T 7 g can be reduced to C 1 = fT 1 ; T 2 ; T 3 g, as shown in Figure 4 .
For 2-3 trees, the two conditions are easily met. The lexicographical numbering (considering symmetry) associated with ij (a subtree type with binary root) and ijk (a subtree type with ternary root) satisfy Condition 1. In that enumeration, all subtrees with a binary root belong to C 1 and all with a ternary root are members of C 2 , satisfying Condition 2. Therefore, the 4410 4410 linear system is reduced to a 210 210 linear system and 2210 linear relations with 210 coe cients. This transition matrix was generated by considering all possible insertions in each type, and using the transitions for subtrees of height 3 mentioned previously.
By solving this linear system, we obtain the following results, with an implicit term O(N Re( 2 ) ) with Re( 2 ) < 0 (we were not able to compute the value of 2 because of the size of the matrix). AFP88] shows that a fringe analysis can be seen as an urn process; in this case the random variables associated with A i (N) converge almost surely 1 to the solution in Theorem 2.1. Therefore, in this case, E 1/x(N)] converges to 1/E x(N)] for large N (the lower bound in this case). The space utilization considers only the keys. If we also include the pointers needed in the structure, we can derive the space utilization as a function of the pointer/key size ratio. For example, if they have the same size, the percentage of space used for keys is only 36%. This should be compared with binary trees (with or without balance), where 33% of the space is used for keys.
It is important to note that all the complexity measures for lesser-order analysis can be obtained from the fourth-order analysis. Among other veri cations, this is what we did in order to check the validity of our results.
2-3 Trees with Over ow Techniques
We consider four di erent insertion algorithms, depending on how a split is avoided by using over ow techniques. We use techniques similar to B -trees, to avoid splitting a node if a brother has space. Similar techniques have been studied in LW79, EZG + 82], using a fringe of height 2. Here, we carry out a third-order fringe analysis.
Formally, if an insertion falls into a full node, before splitting it, we check to see if a brother has space. If so, we rearrange the keys to avoid a split. Otherwise, we split the node. The over ow techniques studied are:
Adj1: We split a node in the lowest level only if its adjacent brother(s) is(are) also full. Adj2: Similar to Adj1, applied to the last two lowest levels. All1: We split a node in the lowest level only if all its brothers are full. Mix2: We use All1 in the lowest level and Adj2 in the second lowest level.
We use the reduction method of the previous section for techniques Adj1 and All1. In both cases, the reduced collection has 21 types (binary root subtrees). It was not possible to reduce the collections for the other techniques, which were solved using the complete matrix (Adj2 had 115 types and Mix2 had 99 types). Tables 3 to 9 Table 7 : Expected number of splits during the (N + 1)-th insertion.
Conjectures
Based on the number of nodes in the last four levels, a number of interesting conjectures may be raised. Table 10 shows the number of nodes in the last four levels, and the ratios of consecutive levels.
From the values in ? Table 10 : Ratio between expected number of nodes in successive levels.
Conclusions and Possible Extensions
We have introduced a reduction technique that has made feasible to perform a fourth-order analysis for 2-3 trees. Our fourth-order analysis includes almost 97% of all the keys in a random 2-3 tree. A fth-order analysis would mean a 2211 2211 reduced linear system and 143715 linear combinations with 2211 coe cients.
Comparing 2-3 trees with or without over ow techniques, we can see that the number of nodes goes from approximately 0:74N to less than 0:69N, and that the space utilization increases from 67% to 75%.
With respect to concurrent access to the tree, we see that for normal 2-3 trees the deepest safe node will not be in the last three levels 7.7% of the time, and it will not be in the last four levels 3% of the time. Using over ow techniques, the deepest safe node will be in the three last levels less than 7% of the time. That is, more than 93% of the time we are locking the access to a subtree of height 3 (a constant number of keys).
The reduction technique can also be applied to B-trees. In fact, for normal B-trees of order m (between m+1 and 2m+1 descendants), the collection C 1 consists of all subtrees with (m+1)-ary root, and C 2 is the remaining subset of the collection C BY89].
